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Protocol for simulating target trees assuming the differential-risk model
with the rcolgem coalescent framework.

Using a modified version of the simulate.DiffRisk.R script, which we found
in the kamphir-master/drivers/ directory of the online repository, we simulated
four sets of target trees with the rcolgem coalescent framework [1, 2]: ultrametric
trees of 300 leaves, non-ultrametric trees of 300 leaves, ultrametric trees of 1, 000
leaves and non-ultrametric trees of 1, 000 leaves.

For each set, we simulated two subset of 100 target trees assuming the following
parameter values :

• β = 0.01 (transmission rate)

• γ =
1

520
(additional mortality rate, i.e. virulence)

• N = 3000 (total population size)

• µ =
1

3640
(basal mortality rate)

• c2 = 1.0 (contact rate associated with risk group 2)

• ρ = 0.9 (proportion of assortative mixing)

• f = 0.5 (frequency of risk group 1)

The first subset was simulated assuming c1 = 0.5 and the second with c1 = 2
(contact rate associated with risk group 1). These parameter values are identical
to those used to validate the kernel-ABC method assuming the SI-DR model in
[3].

As in [3], we used the following starting and stopping conditions for the simu-
lations:

• tend = 30 × 52 (time between the beginning of the epidemic and the last
sample)

• ntips = 300 or 1000 depending on the target set (sample size)

• S1 = f ×N − 1 (initial number of susceptible individuals in risk group 1)

• S2 = (1− f)×N (initial number of susceptible individuals in risk group 2)

• I1 = 1 (initial number of infectious individuals in risk group 1)

• I2 = 0 (initial number of infectious individuals in risk group 2)



Sampling dates of ultrametric trees were all fixed to tend. For non-ultrametric
trees, we randomly drew ntips (300 or 1, 000) sampling dates from a uniform law

U(tend
2

; tend) (so tip heights are in [0;
tend
2

]) and used these dates for all target trees
(respectively trees of 300 or 1, 000 leaves).

In [3], the target trees were first simulated with the rcolgem coalescent frame-
work then re-estimated using phylogenetic methods via sequence simulation. This
was done "to provide idealized conditions for parameter estimation using either
BEAST2 or the kernel-ABC method—in other words, to identify biases inherent to
either framework rather than due to uncertainty in phylogenetic reconstruction"
[3]. Here, we did not re-estimate the target trees. Thus we estimated parameter
values directly from rcolgem trees. If anything, we expect this change to improve
the performance of the kernel-ABC method.
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